
Accessories improve 
cleat performance

These accessories expand the capability of a conventional Clamcleat®
rope cleat while retaining the advantage of not having any moving parts to

jam or seize up.
The most innovative accessory is the Keeper (patented). This has been designed to

overcome the problem of lines being cleated accidentally as well as improving the
performance of cleats by holding lightly-loaded lines in the jaws of a cleat.

CL211Mk2 Standard cleat

CL211Mk2 with 
CL815Keeper

CL211Mk1 with 
CL814 Keeper

CL211Mk1 with 
CL814 Keeper
and CL816 Cage

CL211Mk2 with 
CL815 Keeper
and CL817 Cage

CL211Mk1 Standard cleat

No moving parts to seize

Rope runs free -
Keeper keeps rope
out of teeth.

Pull rope down to
cleat. Sloping rear
automatically guides
rope into teeth.

Rope held securely,
even if cleat is
mounted under a
surface.

Keeper holds
lightly loaded
lines in the jaws
of a cleat even
when mounted
upside down.
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1. Rope runs free
Keeper is closed to
stop rope going into
cleat teeth

3. Rope gripped
Keeper holds
rope in cleat

4. Lift up to release
Keeper opens to
allow rope out 
of teeth

2. Pull rope back and 
down to cleat 
Keeper opens 
to allow rope 
into teeth

Two full
ranges

Award winning Keeper automatically
prevents unwanted cleating.

Lead-in allows easy cleating.

Holds rope in teeth under 
no load or when 
mounted upside down.

Drainage slots.

Mount on flat or  curved surface.

Tested for thousands 
of cycles under harsh conditions.

Will Loy’s Testimonial

"I am well chuffed with their performance so far though I should not
be surprised. Took the boat out two sundays ago in very strong
winds and the cleats held true. Racing was cancelled but last
weekend I recorded a couple of bullets in the competitive solo
fleet at Littleton S.C. Getting a fair amount of interest. People seem
surprised when I mention they are Clamcleat,® rope cleats they like
the positive feel that the Keeper gives"

Tapered Pad
allows correct
rope/cleating
alignment.

Backplate provides
under deck
support when
bolting through
thin sectionsMount either way.

Will Loy’s ‘Solo’ set-ups


